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Karashibi Kikanbo
"Spicy Japanese Treat"

by allybally4b

Since its inception, Karashibi Kikanbo has been the go-to place for a
scintillating serving of traditional ramen. Rustic and intimate, this
restaurant boasts the perfect ambiance for a laid-back meal with friends
and family. Each item on the menu can be customized into two levels of
spiciness. Take your pick from the signature ramen and turn up the heat
with ‘kara’, a spicy chilli mix, or 'shibi', a numbing spicy sichuan pepper.
Be sure to have a glass of water handy while you dig into your meal, for
you will definitely need one.

+81 3 3256 2960

kikanbo.co.jp/

2-10-10 Kajichō, Chiyoda City, Tokyo

Fire House
"Delectable Burgers and More"

by Eaters Collective on
Unsplash on Unsplash

Fire House is one of the go-to places in Tokyo if you are craving some
hearty burgers. With the board outside the restaurant tempting passers-by
with listings of sandwiches, burgers and coffee, the fast food place
definitely comes up to the mark on all three. However, it is mainly the
burger list which draws in most diners. Along with delicious patties, the
burgers come with a variety of toppings including cheese, eggs, bacon
and chili. The ambiance here is surprisingly cozy for a fast food place, with
wood floors and furniture, pictures on the walls and a bookshelf filled with
interesting titles and nick-nacks. All in all, this is a great place to catch up
with a friend or even go for a dinner date.

+81 3 3815 6044

www.firehouse.co.jp/

4-5-10 Hongo, Bunkyo City, Tokyo

Mos Burger
"Japanese Style Burgers"

by Fotorech

+81 3 3491 3100

Mos Burger offers you a unique variety of burgers which you will be hard
pressed to find elsewhere. Part of a chain of restaurants, this branch has a
varied menu of Japanese dishes like miso soup and several breakfast
items. The burger, for which the restaurant is renowned, is a fusion of
American and Japanese techniques with soy sauce and other traditionally
Japanese condiments being used on a patty which is made of locallysourced beef. All in all, this is a great place to grab a quick bite, especially
when you are on a budget.
www.mos.jp/shop/detail/01484/

2-17-3 Kamiosaki, Shinagawa City,
Tokyo
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